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From: dennismackenzie@roundthediamond.com
To: Warriors, PLN (CPC)
Subject: Draft SEIR Comments:Warriors Arena & Event Center/Mission Bay
Date: Sunday, July 26, 2015 10:13:36 PM
Attachments: EIR-RESPONSE.TO.DRAFT.SEIR-OCII-T.BOHEE-PLANNING.7.20.15.docx


July 26, 2015


Ms. Tiffany Bohee, OCII Executive Director
  C/o Mr. Brett Bollinger
San Francisco Planning Department
1660 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103


Re: DSEIR Comments for Response to Warriors Arena & Event Center - Due by 7.27.15


Dear Ms. Bohee and Mr. Bollinger,


Please review and include the enclosed Attachment with my comments regarding the
Warriors Arena & Event Center and Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32,
Draft Subsequent Environmental Impact Report.


Thank you for all the work you and both the OCII and Planning Department staffs do to
put together such detailed and comprehensive reports.


Sincerely,
Dennis MacKenzie



mailto:dennismackenzie@roundthediamond.com

mailto:warriors@sfgov.org


















July 24, 2015





Ms. Tiffany Bohee, OCII Executive Director


  C/o Mr. Brett Bollinger 


San Francisco Planning Department


1660 Mission St, Suite 400


San Francisco, CA 94103





Re:                             Draft Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (SEIR)


                    Event Center and Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32


                 Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure Case No. 20114-919-97


                                 San Francisco Planning Department Case No. 2014.144IE





                          Draft SEIR Public Comment Period:  June 5, 2015 – July 27, 2015





Dear Ms. Bohee and Mr. Bollinger,





I am writing to share my thoughts and comments in response to this Draft Subsequent Environmental Impact Report regarding the Warriors Arena & Event Center proposed to be built in San Francisco’s Mission Bay neighborhood in relation to the following issues.





Please study and respond to my following comments addressing the potential impacts that the construction of a Warriors Arena & Event Center can have for San Francisco and Mission Bay.





*************


Chapter 7 – Alternatives 
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7.3.1 – Alternative A: No Project





As required by CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(e), the No Project Alternative is evaluated to allow decision-makers to compare the environmental effects of approving the proposed project with the effects of not approving the project. The No Project Alternative represents what would reasonably be expected to occur in the foreseeable future if the project is not approved. 





7.3.1.1 - Description of the No Project Alternative





Under the No Project Alternative, the Golden State Warriors organization would not relocate to San Francisco, and Blocks 29-32 in the Mission Bay South Plan area would not be developed with the proposed event center and mixed-use development described in Chapter 3 of the SEIR. Instead, it is assumed that in the short term, the Warriors organization would exercise its option to stay in Oakland, and accordingly, the team would continue to play its home games at Oracle Arena and lease their management offices and practice facility at the Oakland Convention Center in Oakland. Oracle Arena, built in 1966 and remodeled in 1996, is the oldest facility still in use by the NBA. Therefore, under this alternative, it is likely that the Warriors organization would either build a new arena at its current location or relocate and build a new facility in the long term in the Bay Area or elsewhere. 





7.3.1.3 - Impacts of the No Project Alternative
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The No Project Alternative would result in similar impacts to those disclosed in the Mission Bay FSEIR and would be subject to all mitigation measures identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR applicable to Blocks 29-32. Impacts of the No Project Alternative would also be similar to those of the proposed project. This is because many of the impacts would result from the conversion of a vacant parcel at this same location to a fully developed City block, regardless of the size of the development, and the same or similar mitigation or improvement measures identified for the proposed project would apply to the No Project Alternative. The impacts of the No Project Alternative as compared to those of the proposed project are summarized below by resource topic. The reader is referred to Initial Study (Appendix NOP-IS) and Chapter 5 of this SEIR for the full analysis of impacts similar to those of the proposed project. 





The environmental impact analysis of the No Project Alternative considers only the hypothetical development scenario on Blocks 29-32 described above and does not consider any effects associated with building a new arena for the Warriors basketball team at another location. However, it should be noted that in March 2015, the City of Oakland certified a Final EIR on the Coliseum Area Specific Plan 3 which discloses the environmental impacts of a new sports venue at the current location of Oracle Arena and the surrounding area. 





****


My comments and perspectives in relation to these above Chapter 7 items:





One of many potential impacts that a “No Project Alternative” would have if the construction of the proposed Warrior’s San Francisco Arena & Event Center is not built at this Mission Bay location, is a fact that has become crystal clear; that is, the Warriors would not be able to return to San Francisco in order to build a new state-of-the-art Arena & Event Center.  This option would also prevent the opportunity to offer an indoor multi-purpose facility that would provide not only Warriors professional NBA basketball games, concerts and a variety of sports tournaments and games for numerous college, high schools and other youth programs, but it would also prevent the potential creation of an innovative Model indoor Education & Career Development Classroom within this facility capable of offering a wide range of social-economic benefits including education, career development programs and new businesses for an untold amount of public and private sector organizations, students and youth, young adults, families and our entire San Francisco-Oakland Bay Area Community as a whole.





This is a unique opportunity to build an Event Center and Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay on Blocks 29-32, that can offer unique and invaluable incentives, inspiration and real-world career guidance and skills development and leadership training opportunities for our youth that would disappear if this Warriors Arena project does not get built.  This project can also inspire and create new jobs and careers, as well as build education and career development programs that will not be possible in any other central location in San Francisco, Oakland or other Bay Area cities.  I believe it would be an unfortunate failure of our collective responsibilities if we do not cooperate as a city and community and demonstrate the successful leadership necessary to construct an NBA Arena in San Francisco at the Mission Bay location.  This is a once in a life time opportunity for San Francisco leaders to collaborate effectively in order to build a professional sports facility integrated with a model visionary, innovative and strategically located indoor Classroom facility capable of enhancing and expanding our capacity to establish effective wide-ranging and healthy socio-economic growth and opportunities for our entire diverse, cross-cultural San Francisco community.  At the same time, I believe our public and private sector agencies, corporate leaders and Non-Profit Foundations and officials can work together in collaboration with the Warriors in order to benefit, support and share their professional knowledge and experience inside this Arena & Event Center environment for all our San Francisco, Oakland and our Bay Area schools, youth, teachers, families and communities all year-round.





************


Chapter 6


Other CEQA Issues





6.1 - Growth Inducing Impacts





6.3 - Effects Found Not to Be Significant 
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Public Services -The project would not create impacts associated with the need for new or altered schools, parks, or other services. 





7.3.1.3 Impacts of the No Project Alternative


Public Services / Page 7-41





Schools, Public Health, Childcare, Library, and Street Maintenance Services. Like the proposed project, the No Project Alternative would not result in increased demand for schools because it would not include residential uses. Other public services, such as demand for public health, childcare, library, street maintenance, and emergency medical would be within the assumptions provided for in the overall Mission Bay Redevelopment Plan and analyzed in the Mission Bay FSEIR. These impacts would be less than significant and no mitigation would be required. 





************


My comments and perspectives in relation to these above Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 items regarding Schools:





Once again, the failure to build this Arena & Event Center - including the loss of socio-economic growth, enhanced and newly created business opportunities and a wide range of educational and career development programs, jobs, internships, practical real-world experience, leadership training and comprehensive support for our San Francisco, Oakland and Bay Area high school and college age students, non-profit youth and community organizations that can all be served year-round through visiting an indoor Warriors Arena Classroom - would be a huge loss for all sectors of our San Francisco, Oakland and the Bay Area Community; as well as the loss of creating an educational Model for our nations professional sports organizations and teams that would be worthy of emulation for future construction of Arenas and Stadiums throughout our country – and beyond.





The potential loss of building this San Francisco Warriors professional NBA Basketball Arena & Event Center, would also include the lost opportunity to create a model facility with the visionary capacity to initiate and develop an Education and Career Development Classroom in collaboration with San Francisco government, public and private sector officials and business leaders, the San Francisco Unified School District, non-profit youth and community organizations; while at the same time, create effective partnerships with public-private Non-Profit Foundations and philanthropists for financial support and matching funds as well.  





The loss of this unique opportunity would also prevent enhancing and expanding much needed opportunities for our San Francisco-Oakland and Bay Area high schools and college students.  This Mission Bay location also has the opportunity to inspire new businesses, and offer our public-private sectors and government leaders and agencies to work together in order to enhance and expand long-term, comprehensive socio-economic initiatives and cross-cultural, international sports and education exchange programs as well; if not, this will be instead - a huge and irreplaceable missed opportunity for our interdependent communities of San Francisco, Oakland and the entire Bay Area.





*******


7.3.1.3 Impacts of the No Project Alternative
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Public Services / Page 7-41


Schools, Public Health, Childcare, Library, and Street Maintenance Services. Like the proposed project, the No Project Alternative would not result in increased demand for schools because it would not include residential uses. Other public services, such as demand for public health, childcare, library, street maintenance, and emergency medical would be within the assumptions provided for in the overall Mission Bay Redevelopment Plan and analyzed in the Mission Bay FSEIR. These impacts would be less than significant and no mitigation would be required. 





*******


My comments and perspectives below address these above items contained within the SEIR, and the ‘less than significant’ impact, which will not require any additional schools to be built for our San Francisco Unified School District and family needs.  With this in mind, I ask that our collective efforts envision this opportunity to build a Warriors Arena & Event Center in Mission Bay to be considered an invaluable opportunity for the Warriors, City and County of San Francisco’s public and private sector officials, the SF Chamber of Commerce, Non-Profit Foundations and organizations – as well as business and community leaders to support the inclusion of an indoor Classroom to be built within this Warriors facility that can be accessible to all of our San Francisco Unified School District’s high schools, students and teachers in order to initiate, create and establish an Educational Methodology Model ‘Magnet Education & Career Development Classroom’ within this Warriors Arena & Event Center in Mission Bay:





I believe the proposal I have shared with the Warriors and all San Francisco public and private sector officials, agencies and leaders can create a “Model Magnet Sports Management & Facilities Operations Pathway” studies, including the numerous multi-media, journalism, business and other curriculums I’ve shared with you, the Warriors, all San Francisco Unified School District leaders and San Francisco officials that can contribute to our current challenge to attract parents and families to raise their children in San Francisco, and attend our San Francisco public schools.  The numerous jobs and careers associated with any professional Basketball Arena and NBA team, ownership and organization, could initiate tremendously inspiring incentives for high school age students to listen to and learn from all the professionals presenting their knowledge, experience and guidance within this proposed state-of-the-art Warriors Arena and Event Center High School-College Career Pathway & Field Study Classroom.  I trust there would be tremendous interest throughout our San Francisco and Bay Area communities and schools to participate and become involved in an education system that included real-world experience and training within this Warriors Arena in San Francisco’s Mission Bay.





This indoor Warriors Arena Classroom would have the capacity to create first-of-its-kind Model programs; including the ability to serve as a model for building future NBA Arenas throughout the country, and the Americas - as well as a unique opportunity to serve our community, city, state and country by establishing and building a National Model for other professional sports organizations and teams across the country for generations to come.





In addition to my comments above addressing these issues contained within the SEIR, I respectfully ask that you and your OCII and Planning Department staff and city officials take into consideration the details of the comprehensive programs and positive influential impacts of this Arena that I have shared with you through my previous communications and materials in writing and in public comments at both the OCII and Planning Commission hearings regarding this Arena & Event Center, my proposal to include a high school classroom within this Arena, and this Environmental Impact Report.  











I respectfully ask that my proposal requesting the Warriors and SF city officials and leaders collaborate in order to include the far-reaching positive impact the construction of a High School-College Career Pathway & Field Study Classroom© within this SF-Warriors Multi-Use Arena & Event Center can have for San Francisco and this proposed project to be built on Blocks 29-32 in Mission Bay.  I also ask that this Environmental Impact Report consider - and comment on - the immense potential loss that not building this Arena & Event Center would have; including the lost socio-economic benefits and educational programs and options lost through the failure to build this project would have without initiating a national Model Education and Career Development Classroom for the benefit of supporting our students, youth, young adults, families, communities and newly created business opportunities in the present - and for generations to come.  





Thank you for your time, and the immense effort you and your staffs have dedicated in order to study and assess these numerous environmental and community issues and impacts that the construction of this proposed Warriors Arena & Event Center in Mission Bay will have for our entire San Francisco community – for generations to come.





Sincerely,











Dennis MacKenzie


  













